CRISES  OF  THE  SIXTEENTH   CENTURY
jthe sale  of  offices
A still more serious innovation was the sale of offices - that is,
of public functions. The feudal lords had always treated their
agents' situations as a part of their own domain and had leased
or sold them. The king treated junior posts of a clerical sort in
similar fashion; as early as 1302 he had made regulations for the
sale of the office ofgreffier (clerk or registrar) and tabellion (notary),
In theory the senior posts should have been given only to men
appointed for their ability. But the habit of selling offices had
become customary, and the king started selling them, first in the
department of finance, and afterwards, under Louis XI, in that
of justice. The States-General of 1484 protested against this
practice, and Louis XII forbade it; an ordinance of 1489 obliged
everyone entering upon office to take an oath that he had not
paid anything for it, an obligatory piece of perjury which was not
abolished till the end of the sixteenth century. In 1523 Francis I
organized the sale of offices by creating the bureau des parties
casuelles for that express purpose. At first only vacant offices were
sold; but the results were so satisfactory both to the king, who was
always short of money, and to the rich bourgeois, who only re-
quired to purchase some honourable office to improve their social
position, that the king began to create offices for the sole purpose
of selling them. Next a single office would be divided in halves
and shared between two persons, each of whom would hold it
for half the year; and by the seventeenth century it might even
be shared between four persons, each holding it for three months
of the year. The number of office-holders increased very rapidly,
and the sale of offices extended to all permanent posts; the only
exceptions - officially, at least - were army and court appoint-
ments.
This system, which was to become consolidated during the whole
of the eighteenth century, was one of the most characteristic
features of French society and survives to the present day in con-
nection with the posts ofavouts, notaries, greffiers, kuissiers, and other
legal officials, still known as ojficiers ministeriels, which, in spite of
all revolutions, are still subject to purchase. For three centuries
this custom transformed the character of public functions in
France. Since office could no longer be taken away from the
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